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          CONGENITAL         NEVOMELANOCYTIC NEVI    Epidemiology  The vast majority of CNNs noted at birth are small and singular, and no gender predilection hasbeen demonstrated. The most reliable prevalence rate for CNN in a homogeneous ethnic groupwas obtained by biopsying all pigmented lesions in 841 white infants examined within 72 hoursof birth: Of 21 infants with pigmented lesions, 7 babies (0.83 percent of 841) had abiopsy-confirmed nevomelanocytic nevus. Many other series have yielded equivalent results.CNNs of 99 mm or more in diameter occur in only 1 of every 20,000   newborns, and CNNs with a garment distribution occur in only 1 of every 500,000 newborns.Familial aggregation has been demonstrated for both large and small varieties of CNN .Discordance for giant CNNs has been demonstrated for identical twins in at least three casesand for non-identical twins in two cases.                          Etiology and Pathogenesis  CNNs represent a developmental abnormality of normal melanocytic development. This ispresumably due to mutation (potentially NRAS) that occurs in a progenitor cell that results in theabnormal extensive accumulation of melanocytic cells along migration pathways during normaldevelopment. The events leading to the nevomelanocyte accumulation may also have effectson the surrounding tissue (i.e., increased length/darker hair) possibly due to changes in thelocal cytokine environment of the nevomelanocytic cells. Clinical findings such as a congenitaldivided nevus of the eyelid  can give us insight into when these events occur.8 The eyelids format between 5 and 6 weeks in utero, begin to fuse at about 8 to 9 weeks, and reopen during thesixth uterine month.9Because of the contiguous nature of this lesion on the upper and lower eyelids, it may bepresumed that the nevomelanocytes migrated into this location sometime during or after eyelidfusion but before the eyelids split.  HISTORY  Most CNNs are present at birth; however, there are also rare varieties of relatively largenevomelanocytic nevi (> 1.5 cm) that appear for the first time between 1 month and 2 years oflife, according to parental observations and corroborated by photographs (tardive congenitalnevi).  As a child grows, the CNN should grow relatively proportionally10 and continue to “mature.”History of disproportionate growth, especially after 6 months, or change in a non-uniformmanner is of concern for possible melanoma.  Both small and large varieties of CNNs have been associated with loss of pigmentation, halodepigmentation, and even regression.  CUTANEOUS LESIONS  Although CNNs are on average larger than acquired nevi, for lesions less than 1.5 cm indiameter there is no specific size limitation that can be used to predict reliably whether a givennevus is congenital or acquired. Lesions attaining a diameter of 1.5 cm or more are likely to becongenital, atypical melanocytic nevi, or melanoma.  There is no completely satisfactory way to categorize CNNs as small or large. Definitions havebeen based on ease of removal and termed small if they can be excised and the wound defectclosed primarily without significant deformity. Arbitrary size criteria have also considered small (2in adults (or smaller if it involves a major anatomic area) (see Congenital NevomelanocyticNevus At a Glance figure). Depending on the definition used, lesions that are regarded as smallor medium in the newborn period may be designated medium or large, respectively, by latechildhood or adulthood, given that CNNs appear to grow in proportion to the affected anatomicsite.  The contour of CNNs is usually smooth, regular, and sharply demarcated, and skin markingsdistort the skin surface at least slightly when assessed by oblique lighting. Some CNNs arerelatively hairless. However, coarse, long, darkly pigmented hair may be present at birth, appearwithin the first year or two of life, or be delayed for several years. Lesions may have a smooth,pebbly, rugose, verrucous, cerebriform, or grossly lobular surface. CNNs with a cerebriformappearance may present as cutis verticis gyrata.  Dermoscopy may reveal a reticular pattern or globular/cobblestone pattern and may be useful inthe identification of small foci of melanoma. In large congenital nevi, there can be significantvariability in pigmentation and structure, and melanomas may develop in the deep componentspotentially reducing the utility of dermoscopy in these lesions.  Unique varieties of CNNs may have an atypical appearance and be striking for their haphazard,very dark-brown, black, or blue-black pigmentation or discontinuous pigmentation and poorlydemarcated and/or irregular outlines, often associated with atypical histopathologic features.Very darkly pigmented CNNs are distinctly uncommon in whites and should suggest thepossibility of atypical histopathologic features. In darkly pigmented infants, CNNs are usuallydarkly pigmented.  RELATED PHYSICAL FINDINGS  CNNs of the head, neck, or posterior midline, and/or the presence of multiple satellite lesionsassociated with large CNN may be complicated by underlying cranial and/or spinalleptomeningeal melanocytosis. This phenomenon may be asymptomatic or may give rise tocommunicating or noncommunicating hydrocephalus, seizures, focal neurologic deficits, mentalretardation, or even melanoma. CNNs need not be giant to be associated with this underlyingdisorder.  There is a significant association between neurofibromatosis and giant CNNs. In a study byCrowe et al., 3 of 223 patients with neurofibromatosis had extensive CNNs. In his monographon neurofibromatosis, von Recklinghausen described 1 of 28 patients as having a giant CNN.12Tumors indistinguishable from neurofibroma in the absence of von Recklinghausenneurofibromatosis may develop in association with giant varieties of CNN.  Malignant degeneration of large CNNs may be associated with the relatively suddenappearance of a dermal or subcutaneous nodule, very dark pigmentation, itching, pain,bleeding, or ulceration. Often, CNN-associated melanomas appear to have evolved innonepidermal locations.13 Therefore, early detection of melanoma in association with a giantCNN may be difficult and not recognized until a dermal nodule or metastatic disease appears.The prognosis for patients who develop melanoma in association with giant CNNs is usuallygrave. 13 Unlike melanoma in general, there is no ethnic predilectionfor melanoma developing in giant CNN. There have been multiple cases of lethal melanomadeveloping in association with giant CNNs in black children.  Laboratory Tests  HISTOPATHOLOGY  CNNs are characterized by the presence of nevomelanocytes in the epidermis as well-orderedthèques and/or nevomelanocytes in the dermis which are present as sheets, nests, cords,and/or single cells. Although histopathologic features are cited as being useful in distinguishingnevi as congenital or acquired, there are no known features with absolute specificity andsensitivity. The histopathologic features of very large CNNs may be divided intonevomelanocytic, neuroid, epithelioid cell and/or spindle cell, blue, and mixed types.  In the nevomelanocytic type of large CNN, the histopathologic appearance may be identical totypical acquired nevi, with nevomelanocytes in the epidermis as well-defined thèques and/ornevomelanocytes in the papillary dermis as sheets, cords, or nests. CNNs are more likely thanacquired nevi to have nevomelanocytes in the lower two-thirds of the reticular dermis and to beassociated with appendageal and neurovascular structures . There may be preferentialinvolvement of one or more epithelial structures in CNN, such as eccrine ducts, and thesestructures may be abundant and malformed. Veins may be preferentially involved, with an“inflammatory” appearance showing nevomelanocytes within and around blood vessel walls.Subendothelial protrusion by nevomelanocytes in lymphatic vessels may be prominent. Arrectorpili may be malformed, large, and infiltrated by nevomelanocytes. Hair follicles are often quitelarge and frequently associated with abundant melanin in the hair bulb. Nevomelanocytes in thedeep reticular dermis may be distributed as single cells or as a single-file array insinuatingamong collagen bundles, sheets of cells, or combinations of patterns.  Unique to the very large CNN is the occasional presence of nevomelanocytes within thesubstance of muscle, bone, placenta, umbilical cord, cranium, and dura mater. Very extensiveCNN may be intermixed with elements of vascular malformation, hemangiomas, increasednumbers of mast cells, cartilage, calcification, and even bone. There may be sparsemononuclear cell infiltrates associated with some giant CNNs. In addition to melanoma,associated tumors developing in CNN include schwannoma, neuroid tumor, lipoma,rhabdomyosarcoma, neurofibroma, sebaceous nevus, hemangioma, lymphangioma, andmastocytoma. A possible explanation for these mixed neoplasms containing melanocytic,neuronal, and other elements is that the CNN precursor cell, at least in some cases, is apluripotent stem cell that has the capacity to give rise to multiple cell types.  In giant CNNs, nevomelanocytes have been found in regional lymph nodes without further evidence of progressive metastatic disease. Whether this deposition occurredduring the migration of the cells through the dermis or was secondary to migration from the skinafter the neoplasm developed is unknown. The presence of nevomelanocytes in the nodaltissue from these lesions does not imply malignancy (see nodal nevi).  CNNs may also give rise to proliferative nodules that may be difficult to differentiate frommelanoma.  SPECIAL TESTS  For patients with concern of possible leptomeningeal involvement, magnetic resonance imagingshould be considered. For patients with concern of melanoma, positron emission tomographyscan may be considered.  Differential Diagnosis   Complications  The relationship between melanoma and large CNNs is well documented. The risk of melanomadevelopment appears to be proportional to the size of the congenital nevus. The cumulative5-year risk has been calculated to be 2.3 percent and 5.7 percent16 in patients with congenitalnevi that involve over 5 percent of the body surface. The lifetime risk of melanoma for patientswith very large CNNs has been estimated to be at least 6.3 percent, based on a questionnairefollow-up study of 151 persons with CNNs examined between 1915 and 1973 in Denmark.Melanoma may develop in large CNNs at any time, but the diagnosis of melanoma wasestablished in the first 3 to 5 years of life in approximately one-half of published cases in whichpatients ultimately developed melanoma in association with giant CNN.  A causal association between small CNNs and melanoma is more difficult to establish than forlarge CNNs. When histopathologic features were studied, 6 percent to 8 percent of primarymelanomas were found to be in contiguity with nevi that had microscopic features characteristicof CNN.18,19 These findings support the concept of melanoma risk even with small congenitalnevi, given the expected chance association based on body-surface-area considerations.  Box 122-1 Differential Diagnosis of Congenital Nevomelanocytic Nevus        -  ·         Café-au-lait macule      -  ·         Nevus spilus      -  ·         Lentigo simplex      -  ·         Nevus of Ota/Ito      -  ·         Dermal melanocytosis (mongolian spot)      -  ·         Becker's melanosis      -  ·         Arrector pili (smooth muscle) hamartoma      -  ·         Epidermal nevus      -  ·         Nevus sebaceous      -  ·         Solitary mastocytoma    For cranial, midline, or CNN with multiple satellite lesions, there is a risk of leptomeningealinvolvement. Symptomatic leptomeningeal melanocytosis carries a poor prognosis, even in theabsence of malignant degeneration.  Prognosis and Clinical Course  CNNs have a dynamic evolution during body growth. CNNs at birth usually distort the skinsurface at least slightly when assessed by oblique lighting and may become more elevated overtime. Surface pigmentation also may change. Lightly pigmented CNNs may become moredarkly pigmented, and darkly pigmented CNNs eventually may become less pigmented. CNNsalso may develop a halo of depigmentation, potentially heralding spontaneous regression. Lossof pigmentation has been associated with regression of underlying nevomelanocytes and thereplacement with sclerosis in some cases. Relatively hairless CNNs at birth may develop long,dark, coarse hair or may maintain a relatively normal hair density. With few exceptions, CNNsgenerally expand in direct proportion to growth of a given anatomic zone, althoughdisproportionately rapid area expansion of some congenital nevi may occur during early infancy.10Lesions in fully grown individuals should remain stable.  Treatment  The treatment of CNNs, large and small, depends on the perceived risk of melanoma pluscosmetic and functional considerations.  Melanoma may arise in very large CNNs even in the first several years of life. Therefore,excision of very large CNNs should be considered as early as possible, but it is probablyprudent to wait until after the first 6 months of life to reduce surgical and anesthetic risks.Management of patients with very large CNNs must be individualized. Extensive involvement ofthe body surface, with little or no normal skin available for graft sites, may necessitateabandoning efforts at prophylactic excision and accepting lifelong surveillance to detect theearliest signs of malignant change. It may be impossible to remove every nevomelanocyte invery large CNNs, particularly when there is involvement of vital structures or deep anatomiczones. The treatment goal is to remove as much of the nevus as possible while preservingfunction and improving cosmetic appearance. Tissue expansion and artificial skin replacementare invaluable in repairing large wound defects. Other indications for surgical excision of verylarge CNNs include chronic pruritus, ulceration, and infection. Unlike surgical excision,dermabrasion and other modes of destructive therapy do not address the malignant potential ofCNN; nevomelanocytes may still be left behind in the dermis, and the cosmetic resultsassociated with destructive therapy are unpredictable. Melanoma has been reported afterdermabrasion of large CNNs.21 “Pseudomelanoma” has been described after laser treatment ofa giant CNN. 22  The approach to small CNNs needs to be considered carefully. It appears that the risk ofmelanoma development depends on CNN size, and therefore, smaller lesions appear to haveless risk. However, due to the smaller size, complete excision of small congenital nevi may berelatively straightforward, resulting in excellent cosmetic results. Although atypical-appearingCNNs should be considered for immediate excision, careful surveillance without excision maybe an option for clinically benign lesions depending on gross appearance, size, location,cosmetic and functional deficits (or improvement) resulting from excision, and general healthissues. Given the risk of general anesthesia, for lesions perceived to be at low risk during thefirst decade of life it is appropriate to consider waiting until the child is old enough to toleratelocal anesthesia. All CNNs should be documented at birth, preferably in the form of high-qualityphotographs that can be used to aid follow-up by parents and physicians. Follow-up iscomplicated by the natural evolutionary changes that take place in a nevus during body growth(i.e., surface, size, color, and hair), and periodic up-dates of photographs may be warranted.Suspicious changes in color, surface, or size require urgent evaluation.  Prevention  There is no known preventive approach to avoid the development of congenital nevi. Ultravioletradiation (UVR)-induced mutations clearly play no role   in the initial development of the lesions already present at birth. There is no current data onparental exposure that may give rise to congenital nevus formation in their offspring. The role ofsubsequent UVR exposure for secondary development of melanoma is unclear. However, itseems prudent to protect lesions from unnecessary UVR exposure.  
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